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The FUTURE

Hope, Despair, and Technology



Technology is the answer,
but what was the question?

Cedric Price,1966



2050

>Urbanization as a defining phenomenon!

>What sort of Cities shall we conceive 
(urban reality and urban systems?)



disaster loop  
Scarcity of vital resources
>water
>Soil
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Urbanization
>as a process of holistic socio-spatial transformation

Rural-urban shifts in demographic concentration, economic 
structure, socio-cultural organization, spatial configurations
(land use) and political structures. 



The FUTURE is Urban 

Cities are the heart of the urban civilization



The FUTURE is Urban 

Cities are the heart of the urban civilization

Venues of Hope or Despair



2050
100 mill new souls in 30 years

While we know 
>the rural landscape 
>and rural economy 
are getting saturated

Cities of Ethiopia have to 
absorb all!



Where, How,What type, Which model, …???



10,000 small networked towns
of 10,000 inhabitants



10 Maga Metropolitan regions
of 10mill inhabitants



The endless horizontal carpet
laminating the landscape



The universal suburbia
Fossil based urbanism



The exclusive city model of the Middle East



The high speed urbanism of China



How and who would finance it?
….. Billion USD

How are these organisms will respond to realities 
(Local and Global)



What is the real question….

>if Urbanization is a process of holistic transformation of societies

How and what type of Cities to Build??

Or 

How and what kind of Communities to build??



Or
How can we Build communities through 
Building cities



Books, curriculum, teachers



Architecture/planning  (education and practice) 
established on norms/dreams of a distant elsewhere





Transform!







Transforming to fit what and to fit whom??

Transform!



Local, Regional, and Global Realities

Contemporary Architectural and Engineering Education has to be based on a fair reading of :



Local, Regional and Global Realities

Probably the earliest inhabited region
With a solid land mass and rich resources 

Africa and Ethiopia:
The last frontier of urbanization



The Continent Africa
– influence on social and economic structure

History (three notably defining global forces)
>Islamic expansion (7th-15th C)
>European colonization (18-20th)
>Globalization and the rise of China (21st C)



What happened to the indigenous city?



the Ethiopia of Today…

Between Despair and Hope….



the Ethiopia of Today…

Rapid Population growth

Higher Rate of Urbanization
(Without industrialization and modernization)
(Due to distress migration)

Expanding natural and manmade crisis
>climate change
>global economic uncertainty

(failure of rural economy)
>Political uncertainties

Despair/grand challenges
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>Political uncertainties

Despair/grand challenges Grand Opportunities

Young population
Fairly rich and recoverable Natural resources
(water, soil, and sun)

Backwardness
More chances not to repeat mistakes of history

Digitalization/Globalization
Easier technologies



What’s architecture got to do with these??



Architecture and city making in Africa/Africa  is betraying both nature and society 
and hence made itself irrelevant!



Proposal: re-inventing architecture and city making! 

Livelihood production
(responding to societal vital need)

Environmental rehabilitation
(responding to nature’s need)

Space production
(based on realities of nature and culture)

Architecture and City making as an enterprise to 
coordinate and link core processes



Research in EiABC, AAU

ECL-AA, EiABC
emerging cities lab-Addis 
Ababa

Guiding rapid urbanization
Focusing on grass root 
reorganization
>Architecture (as a Process of 
livelihood production), 
>Environment (rehabilitation), 
and 
>reinvention of urban tradition 
(belongingness and 
Participation in City making)



Use architecture to create urban and rural jobs through the creation of SME (small and micro enterprise): 

prefabrication as a tool through component building
use local materials, and recycling



cherenet - donath - 2017

processmaterial technology

strategy + planning model for shared work 

Local, available, renewable, 
easy to use…

Job creation, community 
building, tolerant for less 
skills business model and 
sustainable(econ., env., 
and societal..)

Speed, efficiency, 
optimization, quality
And 
Easy and futuristic





Thank you


